CONTEXT

BACKGROUND DETAIL

Barred Owl

Camera

Bigfoot

Chemical
composition
of sucrose

Banana Slug

Pines Candy

Main Characters:

Lucy Sladan: 12 yrs old, investigator of the paranormal, researcher,
reader, tenacious and a seeker of the truth.
Milo Fischer: 12 yrs old, new to Sticky Pines, photographer .
Alexei Arkhipov: Lucy’s best friend.
Mr Fisher: mysterious new owner of the Sticky Sweet Factory.
Mandy Millepoids: candy store owner, vanished...

Beech Forest, Gustav Klimt, 1903

Purple Portrait with Birds, Kitty Copper

Linked Artworks

Super Sentences:
“A flash of lightning outside the round attic window cast jagged
shadows across the sloped walls.” p. 2
“For the first time in her life, Lucy skipped school.” p. 62
“The leafy branches, slimy orange fungi and chittering wildlife usually
set her mind at ease, but after the events of the last few weeks, the
woods were starting to give her the heebie-jeebies” p. 64

The County Fair, Debbie Criswell

“The bird flapped its powerful, silent wings and took off through the
open window .”p. 296

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sticky-Pines-Conspiracy-Dashe-Roberts

https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/book/16874/Sticky-Pines-The-Bigwoof-Conspiracy-by-Dashe-Roberts.html

You might also like:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Dashe-Roberts

AUTHOR
INFO

From the Publisher

FIRST PAGE

REVIEWS

Plot Points

We are reading detectives
investigating...

After reading, place the significant moments on the scale:

About the author:
Other works:

evidence

grammar

genre

How did the author engage the reader?

Which elements of the writing style catch your eye?
Identify the purpose for writing:

Which clue do you think other readers might have missed?

Review:

denote

justify

We are reading detectives
investigating...

Plot Points

As you read, place the significant moments on the scale:

Chapter One:
Encounter of a Weird Kind
Word Hunter:

sniggering
corresponding
extraterrestrials
apologetic
sasquatches
transdimensional
undulating
grotesque

Links:

What does the author draw attention to in the first chapter?

How does the author reveal observations made by Lucy?
Collect a super sentence:

How does the author invite us into the character’s mind?

Review:

establish

hint

